VISA GLOBAL LEVEL 3 (L3) TESTING

Requirements and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
Version 1.1
Visa’s has announced a beta version of its EMV®-compliant L3 test files. This document is for acquirers,
processors, or their agents interested in using the initial release to perform beta L3 testing on their chip
terminals using Visa’s streamlined L3 testing process. It outlines Visa’s requirements for L3 testing and
provides frequently asked questions (FAQ). 1 For details on the beta release, see the Visa Business
News article, Visa’s EMV-Compliant Level 3 Test Files Now Available; Transition Timeline Updated,
May 7, 2020.
The EMVCo cross-industry definition for L3 testing is that it aims to validate the integration of a chip
terminal and helps ensure end-to-end transaction acceptance.
Visa’s focus for L3 testing is to help ensure that chip terminals that have been configured for
deployment by acquirers are correctly integrated into the Visa payment acceptance environment and
do not unduly contribute to interoperability problems. This improves acceptance of Visa-branded
products.
L3 testing applies to a wide range of chip contact and contactless terminals (e.g., POS, mPOS, ATM,
transit, 2 and Tap to Phone2) and encompasses global and regional requirements. 3
Note: While this document identifies the “acquirer” as the entity performing L3 testing, it is understood
that another party may be performing L3 testing on the acquirer’s behalf (e.g., a merchant, ValueAdded Reseller (VAR), Independent Software Vendor (ISV), Independent Service Organization (ISO),
Gateway, etc.).
Summary
EMVCo launched an initiative to examine current L3 testing activities across the payment networks and
standardize the process. EMVCo has defined an L3 testing framework that each participant system will
use to provide their L3 testing requirements to test tool vendors.
To support these activities, Visa has aligned its L3 testing activities to support the EMVCo framework
and plans to replace the following chip terminal testing toolkits with the new L3 process:
•
•
•

Acquirer Device Validation Testing Toolkit (ADVT) (contact testing)

Contactless Device Evaluation Toolkit (CDET) (contactless testing)

Visa payWave Terminal Testing (VpTT) (contactless testing, Europe region only)

Due to the U.S. region’s ongoing migration to EMV at automated fuel dispensers and to contactless (for merchants that elect to support
it), Visa does not currently allow the use of Visa’s L3 test set files using EMVCo’s L3 format in the U.S. Therefore, the latest versions of the
U.S. Quick Chip and Minimum Terminal Configuration ADVT / CDET Use Cases, ADVT User Guide, and CDET User Guide will remain the L3
certification reference documents for the U.S. region until further notice. Visa will communicate the availability of Visa L3 testing to the
U.S. region at a future date.
2 Contactless only.
3 Including regulatory requirements, as applicable.
EMV® is a registered trademark in the U.S. and other countries and an unregistered trademark elsewhere. The EMV trademark is owned
by EMVCo, LLC.
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Benefits
Anticipated key benefits of the transition to the new L3 process include:
•
•
•

Payment System Standardization – Allows all payment systems to use the same process for L3
testing which reduces L3 testing overhead and complexity for all parties.

Streamlined Testing – Provides acquirers with a single, digitized, and self-administered process for
all of their Visa L3 testing needs.

Faster Response Time – Makes it easier and faster for Visa to provide new or updated L3 test cases
to the marketplace when needed.

How Does the New L3 Process Work?
1. The entity performing L3 testing uses an L3 test tool that has been qualified by EMVCo and
confirmed by Visa to perform L3 testing.

2. The entity completes the L3 test tool questionnaire based on terminal/reader capabilities and
acquirer requirements. The answers to the questionnaire will be used to generate the applicable test
cases.

3. Once testing has been successfully completed, the entity creates a report from the test tool.

4. The acquirer logs in to Visa Online and submits the report to the Visa Chip Compliance Reporting
Tool (CCRT). 4
5. From Visa’s point of view, L3 testing is completed.
Acquirer Requirements
Acquirers must ensure that they:
•

Select a test tool that has been qualified by EMVCo and approved by Visa that conforms to the
following:
−
−
−

EMVCo Level 3 Testing Framework Implementation Guide: Version 1.1 plus Specification
Bulletin 242
EMVCo Level 3 Testing Pseudo Functions: Version 1.0
Visa Build: 001

Refer to EMVCo–qualified and Visa-Confirmed L3 Test Tools for a list of approved L3 test tools.

•

Prepare their environment for testing.
−

•

4

The terminal needs to be connected to an acquirer and through to the VisaNet Certification
Management Service (VCMS) or a Visa-confirmed issuer host simulator. For more information on
Visa confirmed issuer host simulators, refer to EMVCo-qualified and Visa-Confirmed L3 Test
Tools.

Ensure their device is ready for L3 testing. Refer to FAQ 2.3.

In the U.S. Region: Not required for acquirers participating in the Chip Acquirer Self Accreditation program.
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
This section provides a list of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ):
General 1.0
1.1

What is L3 Testing?
L3 testing is a phase of terminal testing that helps ensure that chip terminals that have been configured
for deployment by acquirers are correctly integrated into the Visa payment acceptance environment and
do not unduly contribute to interoperability problems. It improves acceptance of Visa-branded products.
It is performed on the terminal in an environment which is as near as possible to the live one and where
the connectivity to the acquirer host mirrors production.

1.2

Who performs Level 3 testing?
The acquirer, processor, or their agent performs L3 testing. An agent may be a merchant, VAR, ISV, ISO,
Gateway, etc).

1.3

Does L3 testing include both global and regional L3 requirements?
Yes. Visa L3 testing encompasses both global and regional requirements and, where applicable,
regulatory requirements.

1.4

What is the timeframe for the transition period?
Visa will be monitoring the industry in order to identify the right moment to retire the legacy processes.
Visa will notify the industry ahead of time. During the transition period, both the new and legacy
processes will be maintained by Visa.

1.5

Does the entity performing L3 testing need to schedule L3 testing with Visa?
No. Visa L3 testing is considered self-service testing and does not require scheduling with Visa. You can
perform the testing at your convenience. However, new acquirers need to ensure chip parameters are set
up in Visa’s test environment.

1.6

Can I submit L3 test results without using the Chip Compliance Reporting Tool (CCRT)?
No. CCRT must be used to submit test results (with the exception of the U.S. region).

1.7

What do I do if I fail a test?
When a test tool indicates a test case failure, it is anticipated that the acquirer will work with their
technical support team and the terminal vendor or integrator (and Visa, if necessary) to correct the
problem. The acquirer will continue to perform the test until the problem is resolved.

1.8

Who should I contact if I need help with L3 testing?
Acquirers should contact their L3 test tool vendor with any questions about their test tool.
Merchant, ISVs, VARs, ISOs, etc. should contact their acquirer with any questions regarding their process
to perform L3 testing.
For general information on L3 testing (including help with failed test cases) or for specific questions on
CCRT, acquirers should contact itest@visa.com.
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Terminals 2.0
2.1

What types of devices are covered under L3 testing?
Visa L3 testing covers all chip accepting contact and contactless devices including POS, mPOS, ATM,
transit, Tap to Phone, etc.

2.2

How do I know what tests apply to my terminal?
In the beginning of your testing session, you will complete a questionnaire and the answers to your
questionnaire will automatically be used by your L3 test tool to determine which test cases apply to your
terminal.

2.3

How do I set up my terminal for L3 testing?
Prior to beginning L3 testing, the terminal needs to be configured with all applicable parameters
required for deployment based on Visa global and regional requirements. This includes the following:
• The terminal has been Level 1 and Level 2 certified 5
• The terminal has been configured for deployment
– Applicable Visa Application Identifiers (AIDs)
– Country codes and currency codes

– VSDC Certificate Authority (CA) Test Public Keys (for devices that support Offline Data
Authentication) (see the VSDC Certificate Authority Public Keys on www.visaonline.com) 6
– Terminal Transaction Qualifiers (TTQs) (for contactless testing)
– Terminal Capability settings (for contact testing)
–

Terminal Action Codes (TACs) (for contact testing) (See Appendix: Terminal Action Codes (TACs))

For complete details, see the Transaction Acceptance Device Guide (TADG).
Process 3.0
3.1

What is the Chip Vendor Enabled Service (CVES)?
To support acquirer L3 testing activities, Visa has a program called Chip Vendor Enabled Service (CVES).
CVES engages third-party chip tool vendors and other entities with EMV knowledge to execute Visa L3
testing on behalf of acquirers and processors, analyze the results, and optionally submit reports to Visa
using the CCRT. For more information, refer to Visa-Accredited CVES Providers.

Test Tools 4.0
4.1

Can I still use one of the legacy tools 7 to perform L3 testing?
Yes. During the transition period to the new L3 testing process, either the new L3 process or a legacy
tool can be used to perform L3 testing; CCRT will be able to receive reports from either one.

5 There may be exceptions for certain types of devices such as Tap to Phone. For Tap to Phone requirements, see the Visa Ready Program
for mPOS—Visa Ready Tap to Phone mPOS Solution Requirements with Optional PIN Capture on Visa Online (www.visaonline.com).
6 Prior to deployment, the VSDC CA Test Public Keys must be removed from the device and replaced with VSDC CA Production Public
Keys.
7 The L3 legacy tools include the ADVT (contact), CDET (contactless), and VpTT (contactless, Europe region).
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Documentation 5.0
5.1

Are there separate User Guides for L3 testing?
With the new L3 process, documentation for each test case is built into the L3 test tool. The test tool
contains all the information on the test case including the objective, the applicability, the pass criteria,
and help information. Separate User Guides (such as exist with the legacy tools) will not be available.

Testing and Re-Testing Requirements
In general, an acquirer must utilize the L3 terminal testing process before deploying a new chip
acceptance device or after performing significant upgrades to an existing device. Acquirers are required
to use the L3 testing process before initial terminal deployment (including all variations of hardware,
software, and parameter settings) to ensure that the terminal has been set up and configured correctly.
The following table outlines Visa’s L3 testing/retesting requirements.
Item

Required

Not
Required 8

1.

Payment application changes that affect chip processing or EMV kernel



2.

EMV kernel changes defined as “major” by EMVCo



3.

New terminal hardware model that is not part of a “terminal family” 9



4.

Deploying multiple terminals from different vendors 10



5.

Merchant/acquirer network architecture changes (e.g., merchant
changes to a new acquirer, new platform, or new network switch even
though terminal remains the same)



6.

Terminal-to-host protocol changes

7.

“Off-the-shelf” terminal that already has EMV approvals



8.

Same ATM software run on several different manufacturer platforms



9.

Cash-back functionality added to device



10.

Dynamic Currency Conversion (DCC) added to device



11.

New or upgraded peripheral (e.g., PIN pad) that affects EMV kernel



12.

New or upgraded peripheral (e.g., printer, bar code reader, ATM cash
dispenser) that does not affect EMV kernel



13.

A new terminal in a “terminal family”9 which has already been tested



14.

New non-payment application (e.g., loyalty) added to device



15.

New language supported or changes to language functionality



 11

Although L3 testing is not required, regression testing is always advised.
If the broad functionality, payment application, EMV kernel, chip transaction flow, and user interface are the same in each individual
POS model, then this would be considered a “terminal family” and can be tested once. Please consult with your terminal vendor to
ensure that the terminal falls within a “terminal family.”
10 Each terminal from each vendor requires testing.
11 If the changes do not impact authorization processing and/or authorization-related messages, testing is not required.
8
9
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Item

Required

Not
Required 8

16.

Same stand-alone device deployed at multiple merchant locations



17.

EMV Level 1 hardware change (without any kernel changes)



18.

EMV Level 1 or Level 2 approval expired



19.

Magnetic-stripe payment application changes 12



20.

Non-payment changes to integrated POS (e.g. stock control or other
“till” functions)



21.

ATM upgraded to new version of Windows (providing that no
recompilation of the payment application is required)



22.

Testing for each terminal supported communication protocol
(Bluetooth, General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), internet)



23.

Device that was repaired and replaced (but no software changes that
affect EMV processing)



24.

Deploying same terminal in multiple regions or countries

25.

Operating system changes

Depends.

As long as there are no region or
country specific requirements for
the additional countries in which
you are deploying the device,
additional L3 test is not required.
Depends.

If this is the only change and there
are no changes to the payment
application impacting EMV chip
processing or the EMV kernel, then
Visa L3 retesting is not required.
However, if a new EMV kernel is
required to support the new
operating system, then Visa L3
retesting is required.

12

It is recommended that you test your terminal’s fallback functionality after magnetic-stripe payment application changes.
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•
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Appendix: Terminal Action Codes (TACs)
This appendix outlines the Terminal Action Codes (TACs) that must be loaded into contact terminals for
production. These values must be in the terminal for Visa L3 testing.
Online-Only Device

AID

Offline-Capable Device

Device Does Not Support:
TAC - Online and
TAC - Default Processing

Visa ISO AID

TAC - Denial: x0010000000

TAC - Denial: x0010000000

TAC - Denial:

TAC - Default: xDC4000A800

TAC - Default: n/a

TAC - Default:

13

TAC - Online: xDC4004F800

TAC - Online: n/a

Device Supports:
TAC - Online and
TAC - Default Processing

TAC - Online:

x0010000000

xDC4004F800 13

xDC4000A80013

Alternatively, xFFFFFFFFFF may be used.
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